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Geoff �s skills and self-motivation gave him the drive, determination and tenacity to continue a journey through
hardship to reach self-fulfillment and, ultimately, success. Freedom After The Sharks is his story. 

�Each of us is, to some extent or other, a reflection of the experiences of our lives. However, whether
and how we succeed is determined at least in part by how we cope with those experiences and what

we learn from them.�

This is the story of a man who, despite a difficult family life and professional setbacks, developed the determination,
drive and skills to create a successful business and happy life. Freedom After The Sharks shows how, even in a declining
economy, a business can survive and even succeed. It covers some real-life experiences and offers some suggestions
for dealing with problems and issues. It provides a guide to finding your way in the business world.

The book is suitable for entrepreneurs who might not be sure of the path to take or who want to benefit from other
people�s mistakes and failures. Other audiences include middle management or junior executives who are looking for
a fascinating life story of courage, drive and inspiration, as well as graduates and college students, who will find
information that will help prepare them for their careers.

�The book is very topical to everyday life and current economic affairs; there is a desire in every individual and want
to build a business with belief that they can succeed through challenges and rejection in life. This story is based upon
a true story with true instances which will meet the hearts and minds of its readership,� says author Geoff.

GEOFF HUDSON-SEARLE is an international director and strategist with over 18 years of experience in the
business and management arena. He lectures regularly on the principles of integrated strategy at worldwide
forums, and he is a member and fellow of the Institute of Directors �IOD� and an Associate of The Chartered
Institute of Management �CIM�. He holds a Masters in Business Administration.
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